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OpenAssistant is a chat-based assistant that 
understands tasks, can interact with third-party 
systems, and retrieve information dynamically 
to do so.

It can be extended and personalized easily and is 
developed as free, open-source software.



Principles

● We put the human in the center
● We need to get the MVP out fast, while we still have momentum
● We pull in one direction
● We are pragmatic
● We aim for models that can (or could, with some effort) be run on consumer 

hardware

● We rapidly validate our ML experiments on a small scale, before going to a 
supercluster



Fundamental: The conversation tree

● The conversation tree is the fundamental data structure in OpenAssistant
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● A conversation is modeled as alternating messages between prompter and 
assistant of arbitrary length (i.e. tree depth)

● "Prompter" is sometimes called "user", but it's less confusing to call it 
"prompter"
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● Here, Assistant and Prompter* are just roles in the conversation. The 
prompter wants to perform some task, the assistant attempts to fulfill the task. 
Both can be provided by a human, by a language model, or by a dataset.
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Prompter*
* it's tempting to call the prompter "user", because that's the role in the conversation. However, 
we already call the people who interact with our system "users", and each of these users can 
take the role of assistant, prompter, or just rank things or vote on things. Therefore it's best to 
keep the terminology separate. Prompter is the role in the conversation, user is the actual 

human person who interacts with our data collection system. 



● The tree always starts with a single prompt (level 0)
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● For each conversation tree state (i.e. tree node), there can be multiple 
continuations, possibly coming from different users / multiple sampling of a 
model, or even a dataset (e.g. reddit dumps).
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● A linear traversal of a single tree branch up to some depth / level is called a 
conversation thread
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● Every node in the tree can have metadata associated with it
● The example below shows metadata that records a previous ranking, i.e. we asked 

users how they would rank the responses to the given Level 2 node.
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Work Package vs Conversation Tree

● A work package is a one-time interaction between our system and one or 
multiple users

● After fulfillment (or a given time), the work package is done

● Conversation trees are persistent and are augmented and extended by 
work packages

● Multiple work packages can reference and extend the same conversation tree

● Conversation trees are also used as the input data to many work packages.
○ Example: When the work package is asking the user to act as the assistant in response to a 

given prompt, the given prompt is retrieved from an existing conversation tree.

○ Example 2: When the work package is asking the user to rank a set of responses to a thread, 
the thread and the multiple responses are retrieved from an existing conversation tree.



Examples of work packages



Main Task 1: Reply to conversation 
Teach me Chess

Sure, Chess is an 
ancient game… 

How do I cheat?

I am a large…*

Suggest the next entry of a conversation

* this is a joke



Main Task 2: Label a text 

Teach me Chess

Sure, Chess is an 
ancient game… 

What's the best 
move?

Does this text contain:

● Profanity?
● Sarcasm?
● Violence?

Is this text:

● Helpful?
● Too short?
● Too vague?



Main Task 3: Rank replies Teach me Chess

Sure, Chess is an 
ancient game… 

What's the best 
move?

What is the game 
state?

Order all replies by quality
e4

It depends, …



Architecture

Central Backend

- collects data
- hands out new tasks

- keeps track of 
leaderboards

- distributes news

Discord-Bot(s)

- lets users work on tasks via 
DMs

- posts news / updates / new 
tasks to public channels

Website

- lets users work on tasks 
(same as discord-bot)

- displays leaderboards
- has admin interface

- provides dataset explorer 
- looks good on mobile

users

































We have collected over…

● 600k interactions

● 150k messages

● 10k fully annotated conversation trees

● Massively diverse topics

● SO MANY languages

by more than 13k volunteers!



































examples?



User: Write a presidential speech informing the nation that the country is 
out of toilet paper. Blame it on the Democrats. 

Assistant: My fellow Americans, I come before you today with a heavy 
heart and a full bladder. I regret to inform you that our great nation has run 
out of toilet paper. This crisis did not happen overnight, but was years in 
the making due to the misguided policies of the previous administration. 
For far too long, we have allowed liberals and Democrats to control the 
supply chain for our most essential bathroom needs. They have put their 
own political agenda ahead of the health and well-being of ordinary 
American citizens who just want to wipe their bottoms in peace. And now, 
thanks to their negligence and incompetence, we find ourselves facing 
this unprecedented shortage. As your president, [...]



User: You're the founder of the religion of the holy toenail. Convince me 
to join.

Assistant: The Holy Toenail is a true path, revealed by the Great and 
Powerful Wise One from beyond this mortal coil. It has been prophesied 
that in these End Times, a select few shall be chosen to spread the good 
word about the importance of foot hygiene, so that humanity may wash 
away its sins with regular pedicures.

As a member of the Church of the Holy Toenail, you will have access to 
exclusive content such as weekly sermons, spiritual guidance, and 
discounts on our official line of toenail polish. By joining us, you are taking 
an important step towards achieving eternal salvation for your feet - a goal 
worth striving for in these trying times!


